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 The result can be Beauty from Afar, a guide that offers consumers the pros and negatives of traveling abroad for
cosmetic or various other elective surgeries. Less excess fat on the stomach, butt, and thighs. Over fifty percent of all
American adults admit they wouldn't mind looking "a bit more ideal"-if they could afford the high price of cosmetic
surgery. Now they are able to, by becoming a member of the flocks of medical travelers who are venturing to exotic
overseas locales for cosmetic methods that are equivalent to or much better than those supplied by the very best
doctors in Beverly Hills for less than 10 percent of the price. The book offers guidelines on how to do your very own
research, interview prospective surgeons, and obtain information about hospitals and amenities-what to anticipate every
step of the way, even when you're back home.A nip here, a tuck there. Readers are certain to get the reality on the
locations, the doctors, and the services, along with the spa-like resorts where patients recover.It's how journalist Jeff
Schult got his new smile, and he was so impressed with his knowledge that he continued to research the medical tourist
sector and top medical centers from Costa Rica to Brazil to Thailand. Beauty from Afar gives new meaning to the idea of
going on vacation and returning renewed.
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Thanks to this book, I'm on my way to Brazil! I've personally known outstanding dentist and physicians from countries
around the globe, including those countries that Jeff Schult listed in this book (Brazil, Argentina, Mexico etc.S. It price
me $2,000 out of pocket.. A concise, informative and solid primer.) After reading the book I had complete confidence to
travel beyond your U. Fabio Zamprogno Mendes ([. for plastic surgery and the various tools to adequately research
everything I had a need to know to make my trip a success. And that was WITH dental care insurance!S. cosmetic
surgeon but the international docs have forums where all patients talk about. Happy Travels.S. I have been to Brazil
twice for cosmetic surgery and believe the book includes a large amount of good information for those who are
considering medical procedures out from the country. My expenses will become 60 to 70% cheaper than what I'd pay
here. I recommend this book. Great choice to begin with your research with I believe this book is a wonderful beginning
point if you are considering having medical procedures done abroad. The author had dental work done abroad therefore,
can speak from personal knowledge. It is well created and has a lot of information which you can use to do a far more
detailed search with.. Beauty from Afar Great publication regarding medical tourism. Includes alot about dental care
tourism. Personal encounters of dental work done in Costa Rica. I was at a meeting where in fact the author spoke
before the book arrived and I was eagerly waiting for it. Medical Tourism Simplified Extremely informative and thorough
book. Start with a few good books. Item mainly because described. Seller is highly recommended. I had to get four
crowns put in my mouth a couple of years ago. Not for me. I am absorbing any details I can find which means this book
has been useful.. It is practical and for the purchase price paid the best option out from the books Amazon experienced
available on the topic. With direct flights from many main US towns, why would anyone visit the ASIA when Costa Rica
comes with an abundance of top-quality surgeons. I acquired better luck on the Internet and my aesthetic trip proved
fine. Since there is little on Thailand I didn't consider what else was in there. So it may be fine for other countries--I
don't know. Ways to get affordable healthcare for providers not included in insurance or for the un- or under insured.
Much better than some of the others I've read. Recommend it. Detailed and informative I was pleased to go through
"Beauty from Afar". Plastic surgery options, weight loss surgery and even more. I could have everything completed that
I've imagined and afford it. Medical tourism will keep being more popular as people recognize that we are not the only
country on earth to provide excellent health care, and that the only way to afford what you should have done could be to
go overseas. Beauty From Afar doesn't just talk about the industry, but gives solid suggestions on anything you could
possibly wish to know about obtaining surgery outside of the united states. dental procedures using countries easily
knew WHO would do WHAT, WHERE and HOW. Some books and articles on the subject are simply rehashing what
someone on the Internet. This book actually gives you REAl details from somebody who's been there (Costa Rica for
dentistry). I recommend it as the best one out right now there of its type.]) because of Jeff's publication on medical
tourism (I'll write back September and talk about the results! If you are considering going abroad for any
medical/dental care, I recommend that you spend a serious amount of time doing "homework" - IE. Analysis, Investigate
and Get Initial Hand Recommendations.I have work in International Medicine for 18 years. In several months I am flying
to Vitoria, Brazil for a "total body" makeover with Dr.). However, often in the same countries, I've match and seen the
task of incompetent, ignorant and unprofessional doctors aswell. That said, I'd have no hesitation getting specific
medical & He provides lot of info from people he's personally talked to or visited, so that you can trust the information.
I was most amazed to learn about Brazil (and Dr.Thus, above all research your options.Fast delivery. Jeff Schult has
written a good primer. He set an excellent example of doing all your homework when he wrote in his chapter titled:
"Research, Research, Study" where he notes that he read books, gathered more than 1500 news tales and saved 6000
post from internet forums. This is a fantastic reference book. I know much more about my foreign doctor and what his
individuals think about him than I did with any cosmetic surgeon in the U. Strongly recommended 4.5 stars Best
information it is possible to possibly find This book is a gold mine! I spent several hours over many weeks researching
medical tourism online. Had I just read this reserve, my research would have been significantly quicker and a lot more
useful. Jeff Shult's book tells you what to look for, what to look out for, and choosing where to proceed. That may take
research. Patanguy) to be at the forefront of advanced plastic surgery. Also of interest was the concentrate on Costa
Rica. I was looking for info on Thailand. You will get to Costa Rica within a couple of hours by plane. The price might be



a bit more expensive than Thailand, however the ease of travel makes an enormous difference. Thank You I hope to have
medical procedures myself in a month roughly.. It's interesting that you might know a couple of people who have
attended a U.! And, that was after fighting with my insurance company for two weeks to approve the care and attention.
And the product quality wasn't all that great. I possibly could have had much better quality, treatment, and price had I
acquired this done during a recent trip to Costa Rica. Most likely for about $800. If you are considering surgery
cosmetic or otherwise... This book, along with Josef Woodman's, "Sufferers Beyond Borders", will help you begin
building a solid information base where you may make your plans. It isn't only educational, but also an interesting read.
Mr. Schult has done all of the investigative legwork for you and shares not only his own personal knowledge, but that of
others. You should, read Jeff's publication and attempt the make-over journey you have constantly wanted!
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